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FEED ZONE & ASSITANCE

We would like to provide you with important information about the feed zones and the rules 
to follow during the event. The feed zones will be located at strategic points along the route, 
where participants will be able to replenish their energy and rest during their challenge. 

However, it is crucial to note and remember that is strictly forbidden to go with the car inside 
the track during the event. This is to ensure the safety of all participants and to maintain 
the integrity of the competition. And remember the support it's just allowed on the assitance area 
marked by the organization, out of those areas, the participant will be penaliazed or desqualified.

In addition, we have provided a detailed map showing how to get to the parking area where  the 
assistance is permited.

We ask that you follow these directions and use only the designated routes to reach the 
feed zones and parking areas. To facilitate your arrival to the different feed zones, we have 
attached Google Maps links that will guide you to each location.

https://www.google.com/maps/dir/Pavell�+Municipal+Girona+-+Fontajau,+Avinguda+del+President+Josep+Tarradellas+i+Joan,+Girona/41.9990014,3.0320137/@41.9989409,3.0315324,478m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m9!4m8!1m5!1m1!1s0x12bae71bcf31ab13:0xee3043f110a08a72!2m2!1d2.8104991!2d41.9909089!1m0!3e0?entry=ttu


THE TRAKA 200 FEED ZONE 1
Km 47 - Sant Joan de Mollet

08.35h

10.45h 

THE TRAKA 200 

FIRST PARTICIPANT
CUT OFF

THIS FEED ZONE ASSITANCE IS NOT ALLOWED.



10.20h
13.35h 

FIRST PARTICIPANT
CUT OFF

THE TRAKA 200 FEED ZONE 2
Km 110 - Casavells

GOOGLE MAPS

https://www.google.com/maps/dir/Pavell�+Municipal+Girona+-+Fontajau,+Avinguda+del+President+Josep+Tarradellas+i+Joan,+Girona/41.9990014,3.0320137/@41.9989409,3.0315324,478m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m9!4m8!1m5!1m1!1s0x12bae71bcf31ab13:0xee3043f110a08a72!2m2!1d2.8104991!2d41.9909089!1m0!3e0?entry=ttu


THTHE TRAK 200 FEED ZONE 3
Km 108 - Cassà de la Selva

11.35h
16.40h 

FIRST PARTICIPANT
CUT OFF

GOOGLE MAPS

https://www.google.com/maps/dir/Casavells/Pineda+Fosca,+Veinat+de+serinya,+17244+Cass�+de+la+Selva,+Girona/@41.8729669,2.8716381,6161m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m19!4m18!1m10!1m1!1s0x12baf99e713fcd13:0x982b4b8b314113ce!2m2!1d3.0328984!2d42.0001997!3m4!1m2!1d2.8740353!2d41.8652114!3s0x12bb1dea40605a87:0x15c7248b4cc7b99b!1m5!1m1!1s0x12bb1d945543ace1:0x377f3b16f84410c6!2m2!1d2.880209!2d41.866349!3e0?entry=ttu


TTHE TRAKA 200 FINISH LINE
Km 196  - Girona

13.00h
19.30h 

FIRST PARTICIPANT
CUT OFF
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